Main Street White Paper
At Main Street, countless discussions have been had about the most important value we
can offer our holders. The answer we’ve come to time and time again has been
“transparency”. We believe the clearest way to walk holders and interested buyers
through the Main Street project is with a brief look into what Main Street is, followed by
an in-depth look at our tokenomics and an explanation to the most valuable part of our
ecosystem, you, for how we plan to continue a relationship built on honesty and the
decision making process for how Main Street operates in the future.

The Brief
Main Street ($MAINST) is a deflationary token offered on the Binance Smart Chain,
referred to as the BSC. The goal of Main Street is to answer the question so often asked,
"Why should we hold?" Main Street provides its holders the opportunity to find new
tokens in our Neighborhood and Alley, featuring tokens ranging from high use case, to
newly listed and unvetted. Combined with the addition of our Main Street shops which
will provide entertainment and games, we have created a hub that brings reason and
fun to trading cryptocurrency. We created Main Street to thrive as an umbrella
community that brings valuable trading options and exciting activities to our holders.

Tokenomics
Main Street initially launched with 500 Trillion (500,000, 000, 000, 000) tokens, with 96% of
its tokens sent to DXSale. The Main Street Team consists of three developers, all who
received a wallet locked for one year with DXsale containing 1% of the total tokens each.
The Main Street Team has issued a 10% tax, to be allotted the following ways: 5% of the
tax will be burned forever, increasing the value of $MAINST with every buy and sell. 3%
of the tax is redistributed to Main Street holders, when a whale dumps, you reap the
rewards. The final 2% tax will be sent to the Marketing Wallet, of which the use case is
listed in detail below.
The Marketing Wallet was originally funded with 1% of the original launch supply (5
trillion $MAINST Tokens), and will continue to be funded through its share (2%) of the
10% deflationary tax. It will remain unlocked to help provide Main Street with adequate
funding for development/marketing and expenses related to the progression of the
$MAINST token. Excess tokens in this wallet will be used for returning value to holders
through lotteries and giveaways. Absolutely no tokens will be removed from this wallet
without a ⅔ vote of the active Main Street Developers. There will be a breakdown of

every purchase made from the Marketing Wallet weekly on the Main Street Blog. You
can visit the Main Street Blog here.

Transparency
A common theme when issues arise in a token community appears to be lack of
transparency between developers and holders. Without transparency, holders become
anxious and begin to question their investment. Main Street is dedicated to giving its
holders and partners the clearest information we have available with regard to

marketing purchases, partnership dealings, community projects, and the ebbs and
flows that are inevitable in crypto. We would like to offer you a look at how Main Street
plans to stand by its holders by cultivating a relationship built on trust and high-level
communication. We currently are dedicated to offering the following to our holders, and
will continue to add to our transparency plan as new features are added to the token.

● Friday releases of the $MAINST Marketing Minute: a weekly rundown of all
purchases and withdrawals from the Main Street Marketing Wallet and how they
will impact our token, to be released on the Main Street Medium blog.
● Liquidity Pool locked for 2 months. Why 2 months instead of 5 years, or forever?
With an LP lock of 2 months we will be able to move the LP if necessary for other
exchanges, and relock. Also, during the creation phase of Main Street we
witnessed the issues surrounding the PancakeSwap V1 to V2 transfer. Internally,
we discussed how to navigate an issue like that should it arise in the future. The
Main Street team has decided to lock the Liquidity Pool for 2 months, should an
issue arise again with PancakeSwap we can transfer to the new liquidity address
based on PanckeSwap’s updates without causing excessive delays by locking for
a much longer time period.
● An overview of all available wallets in the Main Street token contract:
Developer Wallets x3, locked for 1 year with DXSale
Marketing Wallet, unlocked: The purchases made from this wallet will be available
for review from holders on Fridays at the Main Street Medium Blog. We believe it
is incredibly important to communicate all purchases made with an unlocked
wallet, and are happy to keep our holders updated.
Dead/Burn Wallet, locked forever
●

Developer Communication Commitment: We, the developers of Main Street, have
put forth an incredible amount of time and effort to create a product worth buying
and staying for. We will make it a high priority issue to stay engaged with our
community and welcome feedback, questions, and concerns. We can’t wait to
begin interacting with our holders and forming long-lasting relationships with
token owners as partners.

